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DISCOVERING FOUR KEYS

AS

EXEMPLIFIED IN

Key #1

TO

HEARING GODS VOICE

HABAKKUK

“I will stand at my guardpost

STATED

BRIEFLY

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Key #2

I will keep watch and see

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Key #3

What He will speak to me...”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Key #4

Then the Lord said, “Record the vision...”

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Habakkuk 2:1,2
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CHRISTIAN SPIRIT ENCOUNTER IS VERY DIFFERENT
NEW AGE SPIRIT ENCOUNTER!

BIBLICAL SAFEGUARDS

FOR

(Check each that is currently in your life.)
q 1. You are a born-again Christian, having
accepted Jesus Christ into your heart as your
Lord and Savior, and having had your sins
washed away by His cleansing blood.
q 2. You accept the Bible as the inerrant Word of
God.
q 3. You demonstrate your love and respect for
God by your commitment to knowing His
Word.
q 4. You have an attitude of submission to what
God has shown you from the Bible.
q 5. You have two or three spiritual advisors to
whom you go for input on a regular basis.

FROM

HEARING GODS VOICE
A fairly young Christian can meet all these requirements. It only takes a day and a half to read through
the New Testament, and the rest of the requirements
can be met upon conversion. It is wonderful if new
believers begin communing with God during the
early days of their spiritual walk. They then find the
rest and peace their souls so eagerly long for.
q Check here if you meet the above five safeguards.
q Check here if you do not meet the above five
safeguards but plan to resolve the problem
area(s) within the next few weeks.
q Check here if you do not plan to meet the
above five safeguards and choose not to
return for the rest of the seminar.
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ONE KEY SAFEGUARD  SPIRITUAL COUNSELORS

“Obey (Greek: Peitho – allow yourself to be persuaded by) your leaders, and submit to them; for they
watch over your soul, as those who will give an
account. Let them do this with joy and not grief, for
this would be unprofitable for you.” (Heb. 13:17)
“In the multitude of counselors there is safety.”
(Prov. 11:14)
God has established spiritual advisors as an
umbrella of protection, to help guard us from
self-deception within our own hearts, as well
as from the deception of satan.

WHAT

TO

LOOK

FOR IN A

SPIRITUAL COUNSELOR:

1. A close friend, one who knows the sheep,
and whose sheep recognize his voice.
2. One who has a solid biblical orientation.
3. One who can sense the voice of the Spirit
of God in his own heart.
4. One who is willing to commit himself to the
sheep, who will invest his time and energy,
and is willing to lay down his life for the
sheep for whom he is responsible.
5. He himself receives counsel.
6. He is ahead of me in the area.

WHICH JOURNAL ENTRIES DO I SUBMIT?

HOW

1. You will want to submit major decisions in your life to
your spiritual counselor before acting on them. A
major decision is one which calls for a major change
in the direction of one’s life, ministry, or job, or a
major financial commitment to which he will be
bound for several years to come.
2. In addition, you will want to take your early
journaling and prophecy to your counselor for
confirmation, in order to help you gain confidence in
discerning the voice of God within your heart.
You will also recognize that God is the authority over
all authorities (Rom. 13:1), and that the heart of the king
is in the Lord’s hand (Prov. 21:1). Therefore, as you pray
for the one over you (I Tim. 2:1-4), you trust God to work
His perfection through man’s imperfection.

Jesus said that we don’t rule over others as the heathen
do, with the use of force, but in love we serve one
another. The use of domination, intimidation or control is
strictly forbidden to the way of love (I Pet. 5:1-6).
The center of these relationships is friendship rather
than authority.

TO

AVOID AUTHORITARIAN ADVISORS

Submission is an openness to the Spirit-led counsel
and correction of several others, while keeping a
sense of personal responsibility for our own
discernment of God's voice within us.
List below several names that come to your mind as
those to whom God would have you receive counsel
from.

HOW MANY COUNSELORS DO I NEED?

1. _____________________________________________

“Every fact is to be confirmed by the testimony of two
or three witnesses.” (II Cor. 13:1)

2. _____________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________

SOME ALREADY ESTABLISHED COUNSELORS ARE:
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Parents, spouses, employers, home cell group leaders,
pastors, elders, Sunday School teachers, spiritual directors
and so on.
It is not wise to build close spiritual relationships with
members of the opposite sex. There is too much danger of
these evolving into physical relationships and causing
destructive explosions.

Have you been hurt by abusive authorities? q Yes q No
Has God healed your hurts?

q Yes q No

If you are still unhealed, spend some time in prayer with a
friend and let God guide you through the healing process.

A THEOLOGICAL BACKDROP FOR EXPERIENCING
SPIRITUAL INTIMACY
THE MIND AND THE SPIRIT (I COR. 1:18  2:16)
To experience spiritual communication, most Westerners will have to do the following:

Rationalism Defined: “Reliance on reason as the
basis for establishment of religious truth; a theory
that reason is in itself a source of knowledge
superior to and independent of sense perceptions.”
(Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary)

Realize that knowledge can be transmitted Spirit to
spirit.
“Things which eye has not seen and ear has not
heard, and which have not entered the heart of man,
all that God has prepared for those who love Him.
For to us God revealed them through the Spirit; for
the Spirit searches all things, even the depths of
God.”
(I Cor. 2:9,10)

God is calling us to present our minds and our hearts to Him to fill and to flow
through. Biblical meditation incorporates both Spirit-led reasoning and heart
revelation.
Jesus allowed divine initiative to guide both His heart and His mind (Jn. 5:19).
Let us seek to do the same. Our lives will be fully restored and balanced when
they match the lives of New Testament Christians.
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A PHILOSOPHICAL BACKDROP FOR EXPERIENCING
SPIRITUAL INTIMACY

GOD IS

CALLING US TO GO BEYOND RATIONAL

RATIONAL CHRISTIANITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Code of ethics
Laws
Works
Head knowledge
Theology
External guidance
Self effort
Conscious level only

CHRISTIANITY

SPIRITUAL CHRISTIANITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The power that works within
Intimacy (Abba Father)
Romance (marriage of the Bride)
Illumined truth
Spirit encounter
Inner witness
Fused strength
Dreams, visions, communion

The Lord spoke to me a verse of Scripture from John 5:39,40. He said to me, “Mark, you search the Scriptures, because
you think that in them you have eternal life; and it is these that bear witness of me; and you are unwilling to COME TO
ME, THAT YOU MAY HAVE LIFE.”
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It was as if a sword went through me. Of course! I had idolized the Bible! In my love for Scriptures, I had made them
God, rather than a book that God had written to me about other people’s experiences with Him. I had been willing to live
out of the Bible rather than out of God Himself. And I was pierced within as I realized that Jesus had initially spoken
these words from John to the Pharisees of His day.

A SCIENTIFIC BACKDROP FOR EXPERIENCING
SPIRITUAL INTIMACY
LEFT- AND RIGHT-HEMISPHERE BRAIN FUNCTIONS

Are you left- or right-brained? Find out with a fun online test, free at www.cwgministries.org/brain
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SPIRITUAL INTIMACY: THE DESIRE OF GODS HEART
Key Thought: We must catch a vision that communion is God’s deepest desire.
1. Creation (Genesis 3:8)

2. Nation of Israel (Deuteronomy 5:22-31; James 2:23)

3. David (Acts 13:22)

4. Jesus – The Full Expression of God’s Desire (John 17:3)

5. Mary and Martha (Luke 10:38)

6. Paul (Philippians 3:10)

7. Us (Hebrews 12:18-26) “Do not refuse Him Who is speaking.”

8. Eternity (Revelation 19:7)
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God Created Us for the Supreme Purpose
of Having a Love Relationship with Him.

A LETTER

TO

YOUR BELOVED

EXERCISE: Write a love letter to Jesus and let Him respond. As you share your heart and love with Jesus,
you may sense a flow of spontaneous thoughts and impressions coming back to you. God may be telling you
of His love for you. If so, begin to write out of the spontaneous flow and allow this to become a two-way
love letter.
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KEY #1  RECOGNIZE GOD'S

VOICE
AS SPONTANEOUS THOUGHTS WHICH
LIGHT UPON YOUR MIND

Gods Voice (Rhema)
Is Sensed as a Spontaneous Thought, Idea, Word, Feeling or Vision

• Thoughts from my mind are analytical.
• Thoughts from my heart are spontaneous.
• Biblical meditation combines analysis and spontaneity.*

BIBLICAL

SUPPORT FOR THE CONCEPT THAT SPONTANEOUS

THOUGHTS ARE THE VOICE OF THE SPIRIT WORLD

1. NOT

ALL THOUGHTS IN OUR MINDS ORIGINATE WITH US

(II COR. 10:3-5).

“For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh, for the weapons of our
warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely powerful for the destruction of fortresses. We are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we are
taking every thought captive to the obedience of Christ....”
2. PAGA  THE

CHANCE ENCOUNTER

The Hebrew word for intercession is paga, which literally means “to strike or light upon by
chance,” or “an accidental intersecting.”
3. THE

RIVER OF THE

HOLY SPIRIT

FLOWS WITHIN THE BELIEVERS HEART

(JN. 7:37-39 NKJ).

“On the last day, that great [day] of the feast, Jesus stood and cried out saying, ‘If anyone thirsts, let
him come to Me and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his heart will
flow rivers of living water.’ But this He spoke concerning the Spirit, whom those believing in Him
would receive; for the Holy Spirit was not yet [given], because Jesus was not yet glorified.”
4. NABA, THE HEBREW

WORD FOR PROPHESYING.

PROPHECY
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FALSE PROPHECY

Root Hebrew Word

Naba

Ziyd

Literal Definition

Bubble up

Boil up

Expanded Meaning

His prophecy bubbles up.
His prophecy gushes up.

He boils up his prophecy.
He cooks up his prophecy.

Inner Poise

Fix eyes on Jesus and tune to
spontaneous flow.

Fix eyes on self’s desires and
devise a word or vision.

* Please download the free article “How to Receive Revelation Knowledge” from www.cwgministries.org/freebooks

5. WE ARE A TEMPLE

OF THE

HOLY SPIRIT.

“Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit [who is] in you, whom you have from God,
and you are not your own?” (I Cor. 6:19 NKJ)

6. THE CHRISTIANS SPIRIT IS FUSED TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.
“But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit [with Him]. (I Cor. 6:17 NKJ)
“The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord....” (Prov. 20:27a KJV)

7. WE

ARE A BRANCH GRAFTED INTO A VINE.

“I am the vine, you [are] the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you
can do nothing.” (Jn. 15:5 NKJ)

OTHER

SUPPORT FOR THE CONCEPT THAT

SPONTANEOUS IDEAS ARE THE VOICE OF THE SPIRIT WORLD

1. The experience of creative flashes
2. The experience of destructive flashes

THE FOLLOWING QUALITIES WILL CHARACTERIZE
GODS THOUGHTS INTERJECTED INTO YOUR HEART
1. They are like your own thoughts and musings except that you sense them as coming from the heart not
the brain, in that they will be spontaneous, not cognitive or analytical.
2. They can easily come as God speaking in the first person.
3. They are often light and gentle, and easily cut off by any exertion of self (own thoughts, will, etc.).
4. They will have an unusual content to them, in that they will be wiser, more loving, and more motiveoriented than your thoughts.
5. They will cause a special reaction within your being (e.g., a sense of excitement, conviction, faith, life,
awe, peace).
6. When embraced, they carry with them a fullness of strength to carry them out, as well as a joy in doing
so.
7. Your spiritual senses are trained as time goes on, and you will more easily and frequently experience
God speaking in this way.
8. Remember: God is speaking to you all the time, and you are receiving His injected thoughts. Until you
begin distinguishing them from your own, you are simply grouping them all together and assuming
they are yours. In learning to distinguish His voice, you are learning how to separate the spontaneous
thoughts that are coming from Him from the analytical thoughts that are coming from your own mind.
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PERSONAL APPLICATION  JOURNALING EXERCISE
Take 5-10 minutes to complete this journaling exercise. Write down a question you would like to ask the
Lord. It can be any question you choose, so long as it is not one of the most traumatic questions of your life.
Those cause you to get uptight and tend to inhibit you from maintaining the biblical poise of stillness which
is commanded as we approach God (Ps. 46:10). You may ask Him, “Lord, do You love me?” or, “How do
You see me?” or, “What would You like to say to me?” Or you may ask Him about a situation you are facing,
or about what He wants to say concerning the truth of this session, or whatever. Take a moment, choose your
question and write it down, tune to spontaneity, fixing your vision on Jesus, and record what bubbles up
within you.
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PRAYING

WITH AN IDOL IN

YOUR HEART

Ezekiel 14:4
PRAYING WITH AN IDOL
“THE THING” is held more prominently in your consciousness and vision than is Jesus.

The answer comes back through the idol: “Yes.”

PRAYING WITHOUT AN IDOL
Jesus is held more prominently in your heart and mind than is “The Thing” for which you are praying.

The answer comes back from Jesus: “Yes.” or “No.”

THE PRINCIPLE: The intuitive flow comes out of the vision being held before one’s eyes.
AN EXAMPLE: Balaam – Numbers 22:15-35
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KEY #2  QUIET YOURSELF SO
YOU CAN HEAR GOD'S VOICE
“My soul, wait in silence for God only, For my hope is from Him.” (Psalm 62:5, NASU)

REMOVING OUTER NOISE
1.______________________________________________________________________________________________
2.______________________________________________________________________________________________
3.______________________________________________________________________________________________

REMOVING INNER NOISE

(VOICES, THOUGHTS, PRESSURES)

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

1. Thoughts of things to do.

1. Write them down so you don’t forget them.

2. Thoughts of sin-consciousness.

2. Confess your sin and clothe yourself with the
robe of righteousness.

3. Mind flitting about.

3. Focus on a vision of Jesus with you.

4. Need to get in touch with your heart.

4. Begin singing and listening to the spontaneous
song bubbling up from your heart.

5. Need for additional time to commune when
your mind is poised and still.

5. Realize that times when you are doing
automatic activities (driving, bathing,
exercising, routine jobs, etc.) are ideal times
for hearing from God.

HOW ELISHA AND DAVID STILLED THEMSELVES
It is interesting to me to study the great prophets of the
Bible to see what they did when they wanted to touch the
divine flow. Take Elisha, for example. In II Kings 3:15,16
we find that when Elisha wanted to receive a prophetic
word from God, he said,
“‘Now bring me a minstrel.’ And it came about, when
the minstrel played, that the hand of the Lord came upon
him. And he said, ‘Thus says the Lord....’”
So we see that Elisha used music to assist in tuning
him to the voice of God from within, and away from outer
reasoning. It is interesting to note that outer reasoning is
considered left brain by scientists and that both intuition
and music are considered right brain.
I suggest that when you want to move from reasoning,
which flows through the left side of the brain, to intuition,
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which flows through the right side of the brain, you can do
as Elisha did, and use music (which also flows through the
right side of the brain), and that will cause a shift internally from the left hemisphere to the right hemisphere. It
is so easy, and so simply and thoroughly biblical.
Of course, David also used music to quiet himself. His
psalms, which are his recorded prayers, were set to music.
I have found that what works well for me is to sing a quiet
love song to the King of Kings and picture the words
which I am singing (vision also flows through the right
side of the brain). This poises me instantly before the
intuitive flow that springs up from my heart and I begin
immediately recording the precious words which flow
from my Lord and King.

IDENTIFYING

THE

STATE

Circle the number that is closest to where you tend to live.

Physical
Calm
0

Physical
Tension
1

2

3

Focused
Attention
0

Distraction
1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Spontaneous
Flow
0

4

Activity

Receptivity
0

4

Over-control

Letting Be
0

4

4

Analytical
Thought
1

2

3

4

Meditation is commanded throughout the Scriptures, and
so are each of these elements that make up the meditative
pose. Consider the following with me.

OF

BEING STILL

THE BIBLICAL EXHORTATION CONCERNING
PHYSICAL CALM
“There remains therefore a Sabbath rest for the people
of God. For the one who has entered His rest has himself
also rested from his works, as God did from His. Let us
therefore be diligent to enter that rest, lest anyone fall
through following the same example of disobedience.”
(Heb. 4:9-11)
“And to whom did He swear that they should not enter
His rest, but to those who were disobedient? And so we
see that they were not able to enter because of unbelief.”
(Heb. 3:18,19)

THE BIBLICAL EXHORTATION CONCERNING
FOCUSED ATTENTION
“Let us also lay aside every encumbrance, and the sin
which so easily entangles us, and let us run...fixing our
eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of faith....” (Heb.
12:1,2)
“Truly, truly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of
Himself, unless it is something He sees the Father doing;
for whatever the Father does, these things the Son also
does in like manner.” (Jn. 5:19)

THE BIBLICAL EXHORTATION CONCERNING
LETTING BE
“Cease striving [marginal reference: let go, relax] and
know that I am God.” (Ps. 46:10)
“Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer
and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be
made known to God. And the peace of God which
surpasses all comprehension, shall guard your hearts and
your minds in Christ Jesus.” (Phil. 4:6,7)

THE BIBLICAL EXHORTATION CONCERNING
RECEPTIVITY
“Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear
fruit of itself, unless it abides in the vine, so neither can
you, unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the
branches; he who abides in Me, and I in him, he bears
much fruit; for apart from Me you can do nothing.” (Jn.
15:4,5)

THE BIBLICAL EXHORTATION CONCERNING
SPONTANEOUS FLOW
“He who believes in Me, as the Scripture said, ‘From
his innermost being shall flow rivers of living water.’ But
this He spoke of the Spirit, whom those who believed in
Him were to receive....”(Jn. 7:38,39)
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE

STATE

OF

STILLNESS

1._____________________________________________________________________________________
2._____________________________________________________________________________________
3._____________________________________________________________________________________
4._____________________________________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________________________________
6._____________________________________________________________________________________
7._____________________________________________________________________________________
8._____________________________________________________________________________________
9._____________________________________________________________________________________

PERSONAL APPLICATION  JOURNALING EXERCISE
Lord, please talk to me about becoming still. What
avenues are most effective in bringing me to inner
stillness? What are Your thoughts concerning
stillness?
Write your personalized form of the above questions
in the space that follows. Then relax, picture
yourself with Jesus in a comfortable Gospel setting,
maybe walking along the Sea of Galilee or strolling
through the fields of Judea. Turn to Him. See His
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love and compassion, and joy and excitement at
being able to spend this time with you. Smile!
Become a child and take His hand. Allow the scene
to just happen as the Holy Spirit wants it to. Ask
Him the question on your heart. Tune to spontaneity
and jot down the answer He gives you. Do not test it
while you are receiving it. Stay in simple childlike
faith. You will have plenty of time to test it after the
flow is finished.

KEY #3  LOOK FOR VISION
AS YOU PRAY
KEY VERSES:
“Then He said, ‘Hear now My words: If there is a
prophet among you, [I] the Lord, make Myself
known to him in a vision, [and] I speak to him in a
dream.’” (Num. 12:6 NKJ)
“O Lord, God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, our
fathers, keep this for ever in the imagination of the
thoughts of the heart of thy people, and prepare
their heart unto Thee.” (I Chron. 29:18 KJV)

“Then Jesus answered and said to them, ‘Most
assuredly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of
Himself, but what He sees the Father do; for whatever He does, the Son also does in like manner.’”
(Jn. 5:19)
“‘And it shall come to pass in the last days,’ says
God, ‘that I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh;
your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your
young men shall see visions, your old men shall
dream dreams.’” (Acts 2:17 NKJ)

383 References to “Dream,” “Vision” and “Seer”
Range: Genesis 1:1 to Revelation 22:21
Subject: 1. dream
2. vision
3. see
4. look
Gen. 3:5
Gen. 3:6
Gen. 3:7
Gen. 15:1
Gen. 18:2
Gen. 20:3
Gen. 20:6
Gen. 21:19
Gen. 28:12
Gen. 31:10
Gen. 31:11
Gen. 31:12
Gen. 31:24
Gen. 37:5
Gen. 37:6
Gen. 37:8
Gen. 37:9
Gen. 37:10
Gen. 37:19
Gen. 37:20
Gen. 40:5
Gen. 40:6
Gen. 40:7
Gen. 40:8
Gen. 40:9
Gen. 40:16
Gen. 41:1
Gen. 41:5
Gen. 41:7
Gen. 41:8
Gen. 41:11
Gen. 41:12

Gen. 41:15
Gen. 41:17
Gen. 41:22
Gen. 41:25
Gen. 41:26
Gen. 41:32
Gen. 42:9
Gen. 46:2
Gen. 46:4
Ex. 3:1
Ex. 3:2
Ex. 3:3
Ex. 3:4
Ex. 3:5
Ex. 3:6
Ex. 3:6
Ex. 16:9
Ex. 16:10
Ex. 16:11
Ex. 24:15
Ex. 24:16
Ex. 24:17
Ex. 24:18
Ex. 25:1
Num. 12:6
Num. 21:8
Num. 22:31
Num. 24:2
Num. 24:3
Num. 24:4
Num. 24:15
Num. 24:16

Deut. 6:8
Deut. 11:18
Deut. 13:1
Deut. 13:2
Deut. 13:3
Deut. 13:4
Deut. 13:5
Deut. 29:2
Deut. 29:3
Deut. 29:4
Josh. 5:13
Josh. 5:14
Josh. 5:15
Judg. 6:12
Judg. 6:13
Judg. 6:14
Judg. 7:13
Judg. 7:14
Judg. 7:15
Judg. 13:16
Judg. 13:17
Judg. 13:18
Judg. 13:19
Judg. 13:20
I Sam. 3:1
I Sam. 3:2
I Sam. 3:3
I Sam. 3:4
I Sam. 3:5
I Sam. 3:6
I Sam. 3:7
I Sam. 3:8

I Sam. 3:9
I Sam. 3:10
I Sam. 3:15
I Sam. 9:9
I Sam. 9:10
I Sam. 9:11
I Sam. 9:15
I Sam. 9:16
I Sam. 9:17
I Sam. 9:18
I Sam. 9:19
I Sam. 28:6
I Sam. 28:15
II Sam. 7:4
II Sam. 7:5
II Sam. 7:6
II Sam. 7:7
II Sam. 7:8
II Sam. 7:9
II Sam. 7:10
II Sam. 7:17
II Sam. 15:27
II Sam. 24:11
II Sam. 24:12
I Kings 3:5
I Kings 3:6
I Kings 3:7
I Kings 3:8
I Kings 3:9
I Kings 3:10
I Kings 3:11
I Kings 3:12

5. eyes
I Kings 3:13
I Kings 3:14
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I encourage you to take a week or two of your
devotional time to study these verses, praying over
them and asking God to show you insights and
revelations from them which you have not seen
before. Place a paper and pencil by your side and
record those things you discover. This will form a
biblical foundation in your life upon which you may
begin building a theology concerning how God
handles and uses dream and vision.

the eyes of one’s heart to New Age practices,
without ever considering how God wants them to
use them. If you are in this category, I ask that you
would take time right now to repent for forming
judgments without adequate biblical input.

I have found many Christians have taken a negative
view concerning the use of the eyes of one’s heart
without prayerfully studying the hundreds of verses
about dream, vision and imagination available in the
holy Scriptures. Generally, they attribute the use of

Have you prayerfully meditated on at least 25-50
verses from Scripture that teach the positive use of
the eyes of one’s heart?
q Yes q No

Have you formed a theological opinion concerning
whether one is to use the eyes of the heart?
q Yes q No

PROTESTANTISMS 500-YEAR-OLD BITTER
ROOT JUDGMENT AND INNER VOW
The Negative Judgment: All use of images constitutes a graven image.
The Inner Vow: Therefore, I will reject all uses of images in my
Christian life.
The Result: Many Protestant books on systematic theology do
not even include a section on dream, vision, imagination, or any other application of the use of the
eyes of one’s heart. This is startling considering
that the biblical stories and actions which came as a
result of dreams and visions form a section of
Scripture equal to the entire New Testament!

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDOLATRY AND
SETTING AN IMAGE IN ONE'S MIND
IDOLATRY

IMAGE

AUTHORIZED BY

Man (Ex. 32:1)

God (Ex. 25:8-22; Col. 1:15; Heb. 12:2)

THE GOAL

Worship the idol
(Ex. 32:8)

Never worship the image; use image as
stepping stone into divine flow.
(Rev. 4:1)

THE ACTION

Idol remains dead (Isa. 44:19)

Divine flow is prompted (Rev. 4:2)

THE PRAYER

Pray to idol (Isa. 44:17)

Never pray to image; as divine flow is
activated communication with God is
established. (Rev. 4 - 22)

THE PURPOSE

To worship the Thing (Isa. 44:15)

To focus one’s heart before God
(II Cor. 3:18; 4:18)

THE ATTITUDE

Stiffnecked; proud of heart
(Ex. 32:9)

Seeking God humbly (Prov. 2:1-5)

THE CONTROL ISSUE

Manipulating God; magic
(I Kings 22:20-23)

Watching God in action; Christianity
(Rev. 4 - 22)
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DEFINING KINDS OF VISION
1. Spontaneous vision on the screen within your
mind

2. Spontaneous vision while in prayer

PRINCIPLES OF VISIONARIES
1. Our goal is to be like Jesus Who was a constant
visionary (Jn. 5:19,20; 8:38).
“The Son can do nothing of Himself, unless it is
something He sees the Father doing....”
q I accept this as my goal in life.
q I am currently living this way.
q I will seek to learn to live this way.
2. We are to look for vision (Hab. 2:1,2).
“I will keep watch to see what He will speak to me...
Then the Lord answered me and said, ‘Record the
vision.’”
“Watch and pray....” (Matt. 26:41)
“Fixing our eyes on Jesus....” (Heb. 12:2)
q I generally look for vision when I pray.
q I don’t look for vision while I pray.
q I will look for vision while I pray.

3. Seeing a vision outside of yourself

4. Vision while in a trance

5. Visionary encounter through experiencing dreams

Each of these kinds of vision are equally valid and
spiritual, and all are to be tested thoroughly,
weighed and considered.

Visions can be full color or black and
white pictures. Both are equally valid.
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3. We are to look in the vision until the vision has
stopped flowing (Dan. 4:10,13; 7:2,9,13 NASB).
“...I was looking....”
“I was looking in the vision in my mind....”
“Daniel said, ‘I was looking in my vision by night....’”
“I kept looking until thrones were set up and the
Ancient of Days took His seat.”
“I kept looking in the night visions....”
q When a vision begins, I continue to watch it.
q When a vision begins, I quickly turn away from it.
q I have rarely received vision because I haven’t
looked for vision when I pray.
q I will begin looking steadfastly at the visions that
begin to flow within me.
4. We must realize that we can have encounters with
Jesus, God, and angels in visions in our minds, and
that these are actual spiritual encounters (I Kings
3:5-15; Dan. 4:4,5,10,13,14; 7:1,13-16; Matt. 1:20;
2:12,13,19,22).
q I have met Jesus in a vision in my mind.
q I have not met Jesus in a vision in my mind.
5. A natural way to present the eyes of our hearts before
God is to visually enter a Bible story in prayerful
contemplation and allow God to move in it as He
wills, or to fix our eyes upon Jesus, the author and
perfecter of our faith, asking Him to meet us and
shower us with His grace (Heb. 12:1,2; Rev. 4:1,2).
q I have met Jesus visually in the midst of Gospel
stories.
q I have not met Jesus visually in the midst of Gospel
stories.

NOTES

ALLOWING GOD TO RESTORE YOUR
VISIONARY CAPACITY
Some find that vision is almost completely, or even
totally, impossible. There may be several reasons
this is so. It is best to seek the Lord for revelation
concerning what the block or hindrance is, and then
ask for His revelation of the steps to take to heal the
issue. The following are some common problems
that I have run into, along with some solutions that
have proven helpful.
PROBLEM #1  DISDAINING

THE VISUAL AND IDOLIZING

THE RATIONAL

In healing this problem, one must:
1. repent for not fully honoring and using the gift and
capacity of vision which God has placed within;
2. repent for idolizing logic and cognition;
3. state his commitment to honor and use his visual
capacity as greatly as he honors and uses his
analytical capacity;
4. ask God to breathe upon and restore his visual
capacity; and
5. begin practicing and exercising the visual capacity
by learning to live in pictures as readily as he lives
in thoughts.
6. Then he is ready to begin presenting the eyes of his
heart to God to fill, by looking for His vision as he
walks through life.

PROBLEM #2  FEAR

OF ENTERING INTO CULTISM

In healing this problem, one must:
1. realize that the ability to think and see using
pictures was given to man by God, not by satan;
2. realize that even though satan seeks to fill man’s
visual abilities, so does God;
3. acknowledge that God does not want us to turn
away from use of the visual capacity, but rather He
wants us to present it continuously to Him to fill;
4. renounce fear of receiving a satanic counterfeit,
while confessing faith in God’s ability to fill the
visual capacity;
5. confess fear as sin and receive God’s gift of faith;
6. realize that satan can attack the thought processes
as easily as he can attack the visionary processes;
therefore, both must be presented continuously
before the Lord for Him to fill and to flow through.
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PROBLEM #3  CUTTING OFF

THE VISUAL CAPACITY IN

ORDER TO AVOID THE SIN OF LUST

SUGGESTIONS FOR BECOMING OPEN TO SEEING
IN THE SPIRIT

In healing this problem, one must:
1. realize that there are effective means of dealing
with lust, other than cutting off one of the capacities that God has placed within;
2. learn to appropriate some of these other alternatives
to effectively deal with the sin of lust;
3. repent for cutting off the visual capacity;
4. ask God to restore it and recreate it;
5. begin using it again; and
6. ask God to fill it with His divine vision.

PROBLEM #4  CUTTING OFF

THE VISUAL CAPACITY IN

ORDER TO AVOID SOME UNPLEASANT SCENE

In healing this problem, one must:
1. recognize and discover the precipitating reason for
cutting off his visual sense;
2. offer the scene to God, asking Him to walk into it
and heal it with His loving, all-powerful presence;
3. ask God to restore the use of his visual capacity;
4. begin again to use pictures and visions as he walks
through life; and
5. present the eyes of his heart to God for Him to fill
and flow through.

PROBLEM #5  DISTORTED IMAGES
In healing this problem, one must:
1. repent of and renounce any sin that allowed
demonic forces to be present;
2. renounce and command to leave any demons
causing distortion (have one knowledgeable in
deliverance praying with you);
3. invite the Holy Spirit to fill the area; and
4. walk in holiness and renounce any further demonic
attack using the name of Jesus Christ.
In summary, these are a few of the common blocks that
keep people from living effectively in their God-given
gifts of dream, vision and imagination. May each one
learn to fully use all the abilities that God has provided
within man.

1. One must “be still” outwardly and inwardly so
the Holy Spirit can issue forth with a flow of
living images. Review the chapter on stillness. You will sense a bubbling flow within
you as the vision comes alive with a “life of
its own” (i.e., the Holy Spirit’s life).
2. Enter a biblical story using vision. This is
probably the most common way of all. Simply
allow yourself to see what you are reading.
And you can do more than just see the scenes
yourself. After seeing the scenes, ask God to
show you what He wants to show you, and a
flow of inner images can take over that is
directed by God.
3. Open the eyes of your heart during your quiet
times, allowing God to show you things. I
have found that focusing intently upon Jesus
until He begins moving or speaking prompts
the flow of the Spirit’s images.
4. In intercession for others, see the person for
whom you are praying, and then see Christ
meeting that person. Relax and allow the
vision to move under the direction of the Holy
Spirit. Watch what He does, then pray that
into existence.
5. Listen to your dreams, which are a natural
expression of the inner world. Ask God to
speak to you during the night (Ps. 127:2).
When you awaken, immediately record your
dreams and then ask God for an interpretation. He will give it. Read a good book on
Christian dream interpretation. Communion
With God Ministries also markets a set of
audio tapes and a study guide by Mark
Virkler, “Hear God Through Your Dreams.”
6. Praying in the Spirit opens up communication
with the Holy Spirit and allows Him to arise,
especially if you are presenting the eyes of
your heart to God to fill.
7. During praise and worship, open the eyes of
your heart to see what you are singing and
allow the Holy Spirit to carry the vision where
He wants.
8. Picture things you know to be biblically true.
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ONE INNER SCREEN  THREE PROJECTORS

1. I am to instantly cut off all
pictures put before my mind’s
eye by satan.
2. I am to present the eyes of my
heart to the Lord to fill. In this
way I prepare myself to receive.
3. The Spirit projects on my inner
screen the flow of vision which
He desires (Rev. 4:2).

TESTING WHETHER
SELF

AN IMAGE IS FROM

SELF, SATAN

SATAN

OR

GOD

GOD

Find Its Origin (Test the Spirit – John 4:1)
Born in mind.
A painting of a picture.

A flashing image.
Was mind empty, idle?
Does image seem obstructive?

A living flow of pictures coming
from the innermost being.
Was your inner being quietly
focused on Jesus?

Examine Its Content (Test the Ideas – I John 4:5)

A painting of things I have
learned.

Negative, destructive, pushy,
fearful, accusative, violates nature
of God, violates Word of God.
Image afraid to be tested.
Ego appeal.

Instructive,
upbuilding,
comforting.
Vision accepts testing.

See Its Fruit (Test the Fruit – Matthew 7:15-20)
Variable

Fear, compulsion, bondage,
anxiety, confusion, inflated ego.

Quickened faith, power, peace,
good fruit, enlightenment,
knowledge, humility.
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PERSONAL APPLICATION  JOURNALING EXERCISE
Ask the Lord the following questions: “Lord, how important is it to use the eyes of my heart? How have I
been using them? How would You have me use them?” Picture yourself with Jesus in a comfortable Gospel
story. See the scene around you. Then fix your eyes on Jesus. Smile! Enjoy His presence. Ask Him the
questions written above. Tune to spontaneity, and begin to write in the space below the flow of thoughts and
pictures that come back to you. Do not test them while you are receiving them. Stay in faith. Know that you
can test them later. “Thank You, Lord, for what You say.”
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Prayer: “Lord, may the eyes of our hearts be constantly filled with Your vision.”

KEY #4  JOURNAL (WRITE) YOUR
PRAYERS AND GODS ANSWERS
THREE

BOOKS OF THE

BIBLE WHICH

A FORM OF JOURNALING:

CLEARLY ILLUSTRATE

__________________________________________
WAYS IN WHICH JOURNALING IS
ONES PRAYER LIFE:

EXTREMELY HELPFUL IN

1. Frees you to write in faith, knowing you can test it later.
2. Enables you to receive whole pages, rather than single
phrases.
3. Keeps your mind occupied and therefore out of the way.
4. Helps you recall the message after a period of time.
5. Helps you persevere during periods of waiting.

THE

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JOURNALING AND AUTOMATIC

WRITING

In automatic writing, a spirit controls one’s hand,
whereas in journaling there is a spontaneous flow of ideas
birthed by God in your heart and then recorded in your
journal by your hand freely under your own control.
Therefore, in journaling the entire being is involved.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR JOURNALING
1. Your time of journaling should be when you are alert
physically and spiritually.
2. A simple spiral-bound notebook is sufficient. If typing
comes easy for you, you may want to type rather than
write. One man communes with God in his car using a
tape recorder.
3. Keep your journal secluded and use codes when
necessary. Grammer and spelling are not critical when
journaling.
4. Date all entries.
5. Include in your journal your communion with God, your
dreams and their interpretations, visions and images the
Lord gives you, and personal feelings and events that
matter to you (angers, fears, hurts, anxieties, disappointments, joys, thanksgivings).
6. God will cause your journal to naturally focus on faith,
hope, and love (I Cor. 13:13). Be comfortable with that.
7. Have a good knowledge of the Bible so that God can
draw upon that knowledge as you journal.
8. Those wanting to add more structure to their journaling
may use the first few pages to list people and items God
is burdening you to pray for regularly.
9. When you begin to journal, write down the question
you have, rather than just thinking it. This simple act
will assist greatly in facilitating the Lord’s response.

10. As you are learning the art of journaling, you may want
to journal daily until it is established in your life.
11. Skip a line in your journal when you move from God
speaking, to you speaking, and vice versa. This will help
you keep the transitions clearer when you re-read it.
12. Re-read your last journal entry before you begin your
next day’s entry. It helps you check whether or not you
have been obedient to the previously spoken rhema
word.
13. I review my entire journal when the notebook is full and
write a brief summary of the key themes God has spoken
about to me. I put this summary in the front of my next
journal.
14. I have found that every time I ask the Lord for a date, the
dates have always been wrong. Therefore I have stopped
asking. I suspect the desire for dates is related to
witchcraft.
15. Journal in the area God has given you authority and
responsibility. Greater accuracy will be found here and
going outside these areas regularly could be evidence of
a spirit of pride.

DANGER  WARNING!
Journaling amounts to personal prophecy, so the categories given for prophecy of “edification (building you up),
exhortation (encouraging you toward a specific way of
living) and comfort” are the categories you should restrict
your journaling to (I Cor. 14:3). After all, the central
purpose of hearing God’s voice is to build and deepen your
relationship with Him. Keep your journal focused on this
objective. When I, and others, have strayed away from this
focus and journaled about other areas such as predictive
prophecy, and specific results of specific actions in our own
or other people’s lives, I (we) have found that many mistakes
occur. Examples include whether a person will be healed or
not, whether an estranged spouse will return, a job, etc. In
our journals God is calling us to rest, believe, have faith, and
trust regardless of what the outcome will be. And because we
believe, trust and have faith, we maximize the opportunity
for God’s supernatural grace to work in our and others’ lives,
and life is worth living because we are not full of negatives.
So God must call us to faith, and He will over and over, but I
suggest for your benefit you steer clear of journaling about
specific outcomes to specific actions, and predictive events.
Save that for those individuals who develop into the OFFICE
of a prophet (Eph. 4:11). At this point most of us will be
operating in either the “spirit of prophecy” (Rev. 19:10) or
the “gift of prophecy” (I Cor. 12:10).
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WHAT REPLACES THE WORSHIP OF
RATIONALISM THAT IS DISCARDED?
A NEW PARADIGM (SYSTEM)

FOR

ESTABLISHING TRUTH BASED

(Check each pillar you are currently using)
q 1. God’s voice through the illumination of
Scriptures.
“And they said to one another, ‘Did not
our heart burn within us while He talked
with us on the road, and while He
opened the Scriptures to us?’” (Lk.
24:32 NKJ)

ON

SIX BIBLICAL PILLARS

THE LEADERS PARADIGM

q 2. God’s voice through the illumination of
your thoughts.
“It seemed fitting for me as well, having
investigated everything carefully from
the beginning, to write it out for you in
consecutive order....” (Lk. 1:3)
q 3. God’s voice through discernment in your
heart.
“And immediately, when Jesus
perceived in His spirit that they
reasoned thus within themselves He said
to them, ‘Why do you reason about these things in your hearts?’” (Mk. 2:8 NKJ)
q 4. God’s voice through the discerning counsel of others.
“Where [there is] no counsel, the people fall; but in the multitude of counselors [there is] safety.” (Prov. 11:14 NKJ)
q 5. God’s voice through the revealed understanding of life.
“You will know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from thorn bushes or figs from thistles?” (Matt. 7:16 NKJ)
q 6. God’s voice through dreams, visions, prophecy and journaling.
“‘And it shall come to pass in the last days,’ says God, ‘that I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, your young men shall see visions, your old men shall dream dreams.’” (Acts 2:17 NKJ)
How many of the above must line up before I am convinced I have truth? All of them. And even then, I realize that we
see through a glass darkly, therefore I still may not have full truth, but only a small glimpse of it. So I honor my brother
who disagrees, because he very likely has another glimpse of the overall truth which I need to receive from him.

BALANCING

THE

SIX PILLARS

IN

VARIOUS SITUATIONS

The amount of weight I place on each pillar varies depending on the type of question I am seeking an answer for:
1. In relational and counseling situations, I rely heavily on illumined Scripture and journaling.
2. When seeking specific directive guidance (e.g., a job, getting married, a move), I rely more heavily on peace in my
heart, the counsel of others and what the experience of life is saying back to me. For example, when wondering what I
should be doing for a job, I sensed the Lord saying in my journal to “wait upon Him.” I misinterpreted that to mean I
was not to be pursuing any course of action. After waiting several months and going deeply into debt, the experience
of life was showing me that I was off track (because God is obviously not calling me to sit around and go into debt).
So I abandoned my journaling and actively pursued gaining an income, which I consequently received. What I
suppose God was saying to me was, “Have an inner attitude of waiting upon Me as you pursue courses of action I set
before you.” Similarly, when God says in my journal, “I will heal this person,” I have come to believe that He is
telling me what His will is (that He wants to heal the person). However, I (and many others) have found out that many
things can thwart God’s perfect will from being realized, and many times the person is not healed.
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Principle: All prophecy is conditional, based on man’s response (Ezek. 33:13-16; Jer. 18:7-10).

HABAKKUK  A BIBLICAL MODEL
MY EXPERIENCE

OF INWARDLY

QUIETING DOWN

AND

ALLOWING JESUS TO SPEAK

1. I still myself in the Lord’s presence, most often through worship, singing in the Spirit, or
devotionally entering into a Scripture passage. My outer being is quieted, my inner being is
quieted. I am in neutral, poised before my Lord.

2. My mind becomes active to

3. The Lord speaks His

inwardly see myself talking
with Jesus. (This raises my
faith, opens me up, gets my
mind out of the way.)

thoughts through His
Spirit into my heart
(I Cor. 2:9,10).

4. His Spirit is in union with
my spirit (I Cor. 6:17).

5. Spontaneous thoughts and
impressions flow from the
Holy Spirit to my spirit,
going directly to my mind,
where they are registered.

7. When desiring to hear God
speak, I no longer look and
listen outwardly into the
cosmos, but inwardly into
my spirit.

6. My mind’s activity now is
partially taken up with
writing down the spontaneous flow of thoughts and
pictures. This keeps me
from wandering off and
stimulates my faith and
obedience as I review what
He has spoken. I can write
freely at this time, knowing
I will test it later.

8. While momentarily pausing for a new thought or the right word to come forth in the sentence I am
writing, my mind tends to easily get involved in meditating on that thought. Instead, I send it back
to focus on Jesus. One’s own thoughts can easily rush ahead of the Spirit, resulting in impurity. As
I wait for a moment, focused on Him, He places the “right” word or thought into my heart.
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JOTUSVDUJPOTIPXUPEPTP:PVSDSFBUJWFBOEJOUVJUJWFTJEFXJMMMPWF%JBMPHVFXJUI(PE XIJDIJTQSFTFOUFEJO
BOFBTZUPSFBETUPSZGPSNBU)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF5FFO&EJUJPOXJMMHJWFoZFBSPMETUIFTFWFSZTBNF
QSJODJQMFT CSJOHJOHUIFNJOUPEBJMZDPOWFSTBUJPOXJUI(PE-JWJOHXJUI+FTVTo5BMLJOHBOE-JTUFOJOHXJMM
FWFOHFUZPVSDIJMESFOIFBSJOHGSPN+FTVT*TUIFSFBOZNPSFWBMVBCMFHJGUZPVDPVMEQPTTJCMZHJWFUIFN
'PSUIFVMUJNBUFJOJNNFSTJWFNFOUPSTIJQ UIFDPNQMFUFIPVSDPVSTFPOBVEJP$%TBOE%7%TXJMM
ESBXZPVJOUPBDMBTTSPPNFYQFSJFODFXJUIPUIFSTXIPBSFMFBSOJOHUPIFBSGSPN(PESJHIUBMPOHTJEFZPV
:PVBSFTVSFUPIBWFBHSFBUUJNFIFBSJOHBCPVU.BSLTPGUFOIJMBSJPVTFYQFSJFODFTUIFBMMUPPGBNJMJBS
USJBMT NJTDPODFQUJPOTBOENJTUBLFTUIBUBSFBOJOUFHSBMQBSUPGUIFKPVSOFZ"UFBDIFSTHVJEFJTBMTP
JODMVEFE BMMPXJOHZPVUPIFMQUSBOTGPSNUIFMJWFTPGPUIFSTCZTIBSJOHUIFHJGUPG(PETWPJDF

µµ
µµ

*NUBLJOH$PNNVOJPO8JUI(PE /PUF)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDFXBTGPSNFSMZUJUMFE
$PNNVOJPO8JUI(PE *BNTPCMFTTFETPGBS.ZMJGFJTBMSFBEZDPNQMFUFMZUSBOTGPSNFE*
XFOUGSPNIFBSJOH(PETQFBLUPNFPODFJOBXIJMFUPIFBSJOH)JNOPUKVTUJONZKPVSOBMJOH
UJNFTCVUFWFOUISPVHIPVUUIFSFTUPGUIFEBZ8IBUBEJĊFSFODFUIJTIBTNBEF
o"OESFX4UFDL

¶¶
¶¶

%JBMPHVFXJUI(PEJTXPSUIBNJMMJPOEPMMBSTUPBOZ$ISJTUJBOXIPJTTFSJPVTBCPVUUIFJTTVF
PGIFBSJOHUIFWPJDFPG(PE.BSLTUFBDIJOHPOUIJTJTTVFQSPGPVOEMZJNQBDUFENZMJGF
o3FW+PIO"SOPUU
4FOJPS1BTUPSPG5PSPOUP"JSQPSU$ISJTUJBO'FMMPXTIJQ

)FBS(PET7PJDF(VBSBOUFFE1BDLBHF

4BWFBMNPTU
*OWFTUJOUIJTQBDLBHFUPEBZ


"UUIFTFNJOBSCPPLUBCMF
*GUIFCPPLUBCMFTFMMTPVU XFMM
TIJQJUUPZPVBUOPFYUSBDIBSHF
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)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF

)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF"VEJP7JEFP(VJEF

)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF5FBDIFST(VJEF

)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF$%T

)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF%7%T

%JBMPHVFXJUI(PE

)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF5FFO&EJUJPO

-JWJOHXJUI+FTVTo5BMLJOHBOE-JTUFOJOH

3FHVMBS1SJDF 

1BDLBHF1SJDF



4FWFO1SBZFSTɩBU8JMM)FBM
&WFSZ)VSUJO:PVS)FBSU
%

JEZPVLOPXUIBUZPVEPOUOFFEUPCFDPOUJOVBMMZCPUIFSFECZOFHBUJWFUIPVHIUT GFFMJOHT QJDUVSFTPS
NFNPSJFT *UJTOPUQBSUPGUIFi)VNBO$POEJUJPOwUPGFFMUIFDPOTUBOUOBHHJOHPGEPVCU JOTFDVSJUZ 
PSBOHFS/PNBUUFSXIBUTJOZPVBSFUSZJOHUPPWFSDPNF XIBUMJFZPVUIJOLZPVMMBMXBZTCFMJFWF PSXIBU
USBVNBTZPVSIFBSUIBTTVĊFSFEJOUIFQBTU ZPVXJMMSFDFJWFUPUBMGSFFEPNBOESFTUPSBUJPOCZQSBZJOHUIFTF
QSBZFST

4UPQQVUUJOHCBOEBJETPOZPVSIFBSUTEFFQFTUXPVOET
"TZPVQSBZUISPVHIUIFNBUFSJBMTJODMVEFEJOUIJTQBDLBHFZPVXJMMCFHJOUPGFFMBOJNNFOTFXFJHIUCFJOH
MJGUFEPĊPGZPV:PVXJMMCFUBLFOTUFQCZTUFQUISPVHIFBDIPGUIFTFWFOQSBZFST BOEZPVXJMMFYQFSJFODF
UIFUSBOTGPSNBUJPOUIBUDBOPOMZDPNFGSPNUIFQPXFSPG(PENFOEJOHZPVSCSPLFOTPVM#FQSFQBSFEGPSB
NJSBDVMPVTFODPVOUFSXJUIUIF-PSE+FTVT$ISJTU

µµ
µµ

.BSLBOE1BUUJTCPPLHPFTBMPOHXBZUPXBSETmMMJOH<UIF>AIPXUPHBQɩFJSCPPLJTSFBMMZB
XPSLCPPL BOJOWBMVBCMFIBOEPVUGPSDPVOTFMPSTUPBTTJHOUPUIFJSDPVOTFMFFT.VDIIFBMJOHBOE
USBOTGPSNBUJPODBOSFTVMUGSPNJUTVTF
o+PIO4BOEGPSE
$PGPVOEFSPG&MJKBI)PVTF

¶¶

%S.BSL7JSLMFST1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSUEFBMTJOBDPNQSFIFOTJWFXBZXJUIUIFQSJTPOTXF
mOEJOPVSNJOETBOEIFBSUTQSJTPOTPGSFQFUJUJWFTJO TFMGIBUSFE USBVNBTBOEQBJOUIBUTFFN
OFWFSUPHPBXBZ BOEEFNPOJDPQQSFTTJPOBOEBUUBDLT.BOZ$ISJTUJBOMFBEFSTBSFTUJMMDBSSZJOH
XPVOETUIBUPOMZ+FTVTDBOIFBM BOEUIFTFXPVOETCFDPNFEFTUSVDUJWFUJNFCPNCTUIBU4BUBO
TFUTPĊUPEFTUSPZMFBEFSTBUUIFQFBLPGUIFJSGSVJUGVMOFTTGPS(PET,JOHEPN1SBZFSTɩBU)FBM
UIF)FBSUFĊFDUJWFMZIFMQTUPEFGVTFUIFTFTJMFOUUJNFCPNCTCZMFUUJOHUIF)PMZ4QJSJUQJOQPJOU
UIFMJFTUIBUOFFEUPCFFYQPTFEBOEUIFNFNPSJFTUIBUOFFEUPCFIFBMFEɩJTCPPLXJMMTIPXZPV
IPX+FTVTTUJMMIFBMTUIFCSPLFOIFBSUFEBOETFUTUIFDBQUJWFGSFF
o%S(BSZ4(SFJH
&EVDBUJPOBM"EWJTPS 8BHOFS-FBEFSTIJQ*OTUJUVUF

¶¶

4BWFPWFS
*OWFTUJOUIJTQBDLBHFUPEBZ


"UUIFTFNJOBSCPPLUBCMF
*GUIFCPPLUBCMFTFMMTPVU XFMM
TIJQJUUPZPVBUOPFYUSBDIBSHF
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1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU1BDLBHF
1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU#PPL
$POUSJCVUJOH4USBOET8PSLTIFFUT QBDL
1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU4FNJOBS(VJEF
1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU"VEJP$%T
1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU%7%T
3FHVMBS1SJDF
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#FDPNFUIF8PSMET(SFBUFTU1BSFOU

:

PVDBOCFUIFQBSFOU(PEXBOUTZPVUPCFMPWJOH FODPVSBHJOH USVTUJOHBOEBCMFUP

SBJTFVQZPVSDIJMESFOJOUIFXBZUIFZTIPVMEHP GVMmMMJOHUIFJSPXOVOJRVFEFTUJOJFT1BSFOUJOHXBT
OPUJOUFOEFEUPCFBCVSEFO BOEBOZPOFXIPUFMMTZPVEJĊFSFOUMZIBTCPVHIUJOUPBMJF:PVXJMMMFBSOUP
FOKPZQBSFOUJOHBTBOFYDJUJOH EJWJOFMZPSEBJOFEPQQPSUVOJUZ OPUBOVOGPSUVOBUFOFDFTTJUZ

:PVDBOIBWFUIFQFSGFDUSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIZPVSDIJMESFO
BOEZPVEPOUIBWFUPTQPJMUIFNUPEPJU
0ODFBMMPGUIFOFHBUJWFTJOFOFSHJFTIBWFCFFODMFBSFEBXBZGSPNZPVSTFMGBOEZPVSBODFTUPST GSPNUIF
XPSETZPVTQFBLBOEUIFBUUJUVEFTZPVIPMEZPVBSFGSFFUPSBJTFZPVSDIJMESFOCZHSBDF SBUIFSUIBOMBX
:PVXJMMCFUBLFOTUFQCZTUFQUISPVHIUIJTQSPDFTT TPUIBUOPUIJOHJTMFGUUPDIBODF:PVXJMMQVUBOFOEUP
HFOFSBUJPOBMDVSTFT ZPVXJMMCSFBLXPSEDVSTFT ZPVXJMMDSFBUFBDMFBOTMBUFGPSZPVSDIJMESFO$PVQMFUIBU
XJUIUIFBCJMJUZUPIFBS(PETWPJDFXIJDI DPJODJEFOUBMMZ JTFBTJFSUPMFBSOUIFZPVOHFSZPVBSFBOEZPVS
DIJMESFOXJMMCFBTXFMMQSFQBSFEBOEXFMMFRVJQQFEBTUIFZDBOQPTTJCMZCFUPHPPVUBOEUBLFPOUIFXPSME

$PNNFOUTPO3JWFSTPG(SBDF

µµ
µµ
µµ

*UJTEFmOJUFMZBCPPLUIBU*XPVMESFDPNNFOEQFPQMFSFBE XIFUIFSTJOHMF NBSSJFE XJUIDIJMESFO
PSFYQFDUJOHBDIJME*GTPNFPOFIBTOUIFBSEBCPVUUIFUPQJDTEJTDVTTFEJOZPVSCPPL UIFZOFFE
UPɩFCPPLIFMQFEUPEJTQFMTPNFCFMJFGT*IBEQSFWJPVTMZIFME BOEDBVTFENFUPHPUP(PEBOE
BTL)JNXIBU)FUIPVHIUBCPVUUIPTFUIJOHT XIJDI*UIJOLUIFCPPLDPNNVOJDBUFESFBMMZXFMM
OPUBCVODIPGSVMFT CVUSFMBUJPOTIJQ *UIPSPVHIMZFOKPZFEJU
o%FOJTF%VOMFBWFZ

¶¶

*mOETVDIGSFFEPNJOZPVSCPPL*XJTIUIBU*IBEIBENPSFPGUIJTUZQFPGUSBJOJOHXIFONZ
DIJMESFOXFSFZPVOHFS*NVTUUFMMZPVUIBUBMPUPGUIFDIJMESFBSJOHPVUUIFSF FWFOUIPVHIJU
DMBJNTUPCF4QJSJUMFE JTTJNQMZTPQIJTUJDBUFEXBZTPGNBOJQVMBUJOHCFIBWJPS8FOFFENPSF
UIJOHTMJLFXIBUZPVWFXSJUUFOIFSF(PECMFTTZPV
o1BN.JMMFS

¶¶
¶¶

8IBUBOBXFJOTQJSJOH VQMJGUJOHBOEFODPVSBHJOHXPSEPG(PE/PUPOMZUIFOFFEUPSBJTFVQ
DIJMESFOUPMPWF TFSWFBOEGPMMPX(PETMFBEJOH CVUIPXUPBDDPNQMJTIUIJTTFFNJOHMZJNQPTTJCMF
UBTL8IBUXPOEFSGVM FBTZUPGPMMPXQSJODJQMFTUIBUDBOCFBQQMJFEUPPVSPXOMJWFTBOEUPBMMPG
(PETDIJMESFO SFHBSEMFTTPGBHFPSQBSFOUBHF
o"MJDF.JDLFMTPO

4BWFBMNPTU
*OWFTUJOUIJTQBDLBHFUPEBZ



"UUIFTFNJOBSCPPLUBCMF
*GUIFCPPLUBCMFTFMMTPVU XFMM
TIJQJUUPZPVBUOPFYUSBDIBSHF
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0OMJOFBUXXXDXHNJOJTUSJFTPSH
 0SEFSIPUMJOF

8PSMET(SFBUFTU1BSFOU1BDLBHF

3JWFSTPG(SBDF
3JWFSTPG(SBDF"VEJP$%T
)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDF5FFO&EJUJPO ZST
-JWJOH8JUI+FTVTo5BMLJOHBOE-JTUFOJOH ZST
$IJMESFO $BO:PV)FBS.F   ZST
3FHVMBS1SJDF








1BDLBHF1SJDF

ɩF4FDSFUTPG8PSME$MBTT5FBDIFST

:

PVDBOCFDPNFUIFUFBDIFSZPVBMXBZTXBOUFEUPCFQSBDUJDBM FYDJUJOH 

BOPJOUFE NPUJWBUJPOBM BOEBCMFUPCSJOHBCPVUHFOVJOFDIBOHFJOUIFMJWFTPGZPVS
TUVEFOUT8IZDPOUJOVFUPTFUUMFGPSBWFSBHFUFBDIJOHXIFOZPVDBOIBWF(PETIPXVQBOE
NJOJTUFSUISPVHIZPVFWFSZTJOHMFUJNFZPVHFUVQBOETQFBL

:PVDBOCFB4QJSJUBOPJOUFE MJGFUSBOTGPSNJOHUFBDIFS
)PX%P:PV,OPX XJMMHJWFZPVBOBNB[JOHMZTPMJECJCMJDBMGPVOEBUJPOXJUIUIPVTBOETPG
4DSJQUVSFTUPDPOWJODFFWFOUIFNPTUTLFQUJDBMNJOEɩF4QJSJU"OPJOUFE5FBDIJOH$%TBOE
4FNJOBS(VJEFBSFUIFQFSGFDUUSBJOJOHJOUIJTOFXUFBDIJOHTUZMF XJUI.BSL7JSLMFSFYFNQMJGZJOH
JUBTIFUFBDIFTZPVFYBDUMZIPXUPEPJUZPVSTFMGɩFSFTUPGUIFCPPLTJOUIJTQBDLBHFXJMMHJWF
ZPVTUFQCZTUFQJOTUSVDUJPOTUPNPWFZPVGSPNESZ SBUJPOBMUFBDIJOHPGIFBELOPXMFEHFUPGSFTI 
SFWFMBUPSZ 4QJSJUUPTQJSJUFODPVOUFS

µµ
µµ
µµ
µµ
µµ

¶¶

*UXBTSFBMBOESFMFWBOUUPMJGFOPUKVTUUIFPSZ

*FOKPZFEUIFGBTUQBDFBOEUIFEPXOUPFBSUIBUUJUVEF.BSL7JSLMFSJTWFSZGVOOZ 
BSUJDVMBUF OBUVSBM BOEBQQSPBDIBCMFɩBUNBLFTMFBSOJOHFBTJFSɩFTVCKFDUNBUUFSJT
FYDJUJOH*UTGVOUPTUPQBOEBDUVBMMZUBLFBMPPLBUUIJOHTUIBUXFTPPGUFOUBLFGPSHSBOUFE

¶¶
¶¶

*UIPSPVHIMZFOKPZFEUIJTTFNJOBSJUCSPVHIUGPSUIGPSNFBNB[JOHQBSBEJHNTIJGUT

¶¶¶¶

(PPETUVĊ8IBUBMJGFDIBOHJOHBOEDIBMMFOHJOHDPVSTF

'PSNFJUXBTBTUIPVHIMJHIUTXFSFCFJOHDPOUJOVBMMZUVSOFEPO

4BWFPWFS

*OWFTUJOUIJTQBDLBHFUPEBZ


"UUIFTFNJOBSCPPLUBCMF
*GUIFCPPLUBCMFTFMMTPVU XFMM
TIJQJUUPZPVBUOPFYUSBDIBSHF



0OMJOFBUXXXDXHNJOJTUSJFTPSH
 0SEFSIPUMJOF

4FDSFUTPG8PSME$MBTT5FBDIFST1BDLBHF
)PX%P:PV,OPX
4QJSJU"OPJOUFE5FBDIJOH"VEJP$%T
4QJSJU"OPJOUFE5FBDIJOH4FNJOBS(VJEF
4PVOE%PDUSJOFɩSPVHI3FWFMBUJPO,OPXMFEHF
&YQFSJFODJOH(PE-BNBE&ODPVOUFS(SPVQT
-BNBE'BDVMUZ)BOECPPL -BNBE1SJODJQMFTGPS
5FBDIFSTBOE$VSSJDVMVN8SJUFST
-BNBE#JCMJDBM&EVDBUJPO"TTPDJBUJPO
3FHVMBS1SJDF
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&YQFSJFODF#SFBLUISPVHITJO
'PVS,FZ"SFBTPG:PVS-JGF

-FBSOUPDMFBSMZIFBSUIFWPJDFPG(PE

#FIFBMFEPGFWFSZXPVOEJOZPVSIFBSU

1JOQPJOUZPVSPXOVOJRVFHJGUTBOEDBMMJOH

0CUBJO(PETQSPNJTFEmOBODJBMQSPTQFSJUZ
PVBSFTFSJPVTBCPVUUBLJOHZPVSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUI(PEUPUIFOFYUMFWFM BOEUSVMZ
CFDPNJOHiBGSJFOEPG(PEw:PVLOPXUIBU)FJTUIFPOMZ0OFXIPDBONFOEZPVSCSPLFOIFBSUBOE
UBLFBXBZBMMPGZPVSFNPUJPOBMCBHHBHF:PVXBOU)JNUPSFWFBMUPZPVUIFVOJRVFHJGUJOHT)FTHJWFOZPV 
BOEXIBUZPVSTQFDJBMQVSQPTFJOMJGFJT:PVLOPXUIFSFNVTUCFNPSFUP(PETQMBOGPSZPVSMJGFUIBOKVTU
HFUUJOHCZ QBZDIFDLUPQBZDIFDLɩJTJTZPVSPQQPSUVOJUZUPCSFBLUISPVHIBOEFYQFSJFODFUIFWJDUPSZ(PE
IBTEFTUJOFEGPSZPVJOFBDIPGUIFTFBSFBT

:

&BSODPMMFHFDSFEJUXIJMFUSBOTGPSNJOHZPVSMJGF
ɩJTGPVSDPVSTFQBDLBHF PĊFSFECZEJTUBODFMFBSOJOHUISPVHI$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZ JT
UIPSPVHIMZQSBDUJDBMBOEBMMPXTZPVUPFBSODPMMFHFDSFEJUGSPNUIFDPNGPSUPGZPVSIPNF:PVDBOBQQMZ
UIFTFDSFEJUTUPXBSEBWPDBUJPOBMDFSUJmDBUF PSBO"TTPDJBUFT #BDIFMPST .BTUFSTPS%PDUPSBMEFHSFF

8IFOZPVNFEJUBUFPOSFWFMBUJPOUSVUITJOUIFDPOUFYUPGB$-6
DPVSTF ZPVBSFSFRVJSFEUPGVMMZJOUFHSBUFUIFMJGFDIBOHJOHQSJODJQMFT
/PUIJOHJTMFGUUPDIBODF:PVXJMMMFBSOXIBUZPVBSFTVQQPTFEUP
MFBSOBOEZPVSMJGFXJMMCFUSBOTGPSNFECZUIFQPXFSPGUIF)PMZ4QJSJU
:PVXJMMCFHJOCZMFBSOJOHIPXUPFBTJMZBOEDPOTJTUFOUMZIFBSUIFWPJDFPG(PE:PVXJMMCFDPNFFYUSFNFMZ
DPNGPSUBCMFXJUIZPVSDPOWFSTBUJPOTXJUI)JNPODFZPVIBWFDPNQMFUFE3&/$PNNVOJPO8JUI(PE
:PVXJMMCFUBLFOUISPVHIBOFYUFOTJWFUISFFNPOUINFOUPSTIJQFYQFSJFODF XIFSFBMMZPVSRVFTUJPOTXJMMCF
BOTXFSFE BMMZPVSGFBSTBOEDPODFSOTXJMMCFBEESFTTFE BOEZPVXJMMNBTUFSUIJTBMMJNQPSUBOUTLJMMUISPVHI
UIFQPXFSPGUIF)PMZ4QJSJU

µµ

0INZ *BNTQFFDIMFTTy*IBWFDPNQMFUFEPOMZUIFmSTUTFWFSBMMFTTPOTJO$PNNVOJPO
8JUI(PEBOENZMJGFIBTCFFOUPUBMMZ UPUBMMZUSBOTGPSNFE)FJTTVDIBXPOEFSGVM 
XPOEFSGVM(PE"GFXNPOUITBHP*UPME)JN*XBTEFTQFSBUFGPSNPSFPG)JNy*IBEOP
JEFB)JTBOTXFSUPNZQSBZFSXPVMECFTPFYDFFEJOHMZBCVOEBOUMZBCPWFBOZUIJOH*DPVME
FWFSIBWFJNBHJOFE.ZEBZTBOEOJHIUTBSFOPXmMMFEXJUI)JTQSFTFODFɩBOLZPVGPS
ZPVSTFSWJDFUP)JN .S7JSLMFS*XJMMCFJOUPVDIBT*QSPHSFTTUISPVHIUIFDPVSTFy
o"NZ
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¶¶

0

ODFZPVCFHJOUBMLJOHXJUI+FTVTPOBEBJMZCBTJT )FXJMMTUBSUUPESBNBUJDBMMZDIBOHFZPVSMJGFJONBOZ
XBZT0OFPGUIFmSTUBOENPTUJNQPSUBOUJTUIBU)FXJMMIFBMFWFSZXPVOEJOZPVSIFBSUBOESFTUPSF
ZPVSKPZ)FXJMMDPVOTFMZPVBOESFQMBDFZPVSQBJOGVMNFNPSJFTXJUIMJGFHJWJOHQJDUVSFTPGIPX)FTFFT
UIFTFUPVHIUJNFTJOZPVSMJGF$061SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSUXJMMUBLFZPVTUFQCZTUFQUISPVHI
UIFQSPDFTTPGCSFBLJOHHFOFSBUJPOBMTJOTBOEDVSTFT SFQMBDJOHOFHBUJWFFYQFDUBUJPOT SFOPVODJOHJOOFSWPXT 
BOEFYQFSJFODJOHUIFFNPUJPOBMGSFFEPNBOESFMFBTFUIBUIBTCFFOHJWFOUPZPVUISPVHI$ISJTU+FTVT

µµ

8IPOFFET1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU +VTUBCPVUFWFSZPOF(PEIBTSFBMMZEPOFBXPSL
JONFUISPVHIUIFTUVEZJOHBOESFWFMBUJPOPGUIJTNJOJTUSZ1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSUJT
HPJOHUPCFBNBKPSQBSUPGXIBU*EPWPDBUJPOBMMZGPSUIFSFTUPGNZMJGFɩBOL:PV -PSE 
GPS:PVSBOPJOUJOHUPEPXIBU:PVEJEBOETFFQFPQMFDPNFJOUPBMMUIBU:PVIBWFGPSUIFN
o4UVEFOUUBLJOH1SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSU

¶¶

/PUIJOHJTRVJUFBTFYIJMBSBUJOHBTCFJOHBOPVUMFUPG(PETGVMMQPUFOUJBMJOZPVSMJGF0ODFZPVEJTDPWFS
FYBDUMZXIZ)FIBTQMBDFEZPVPOUIJTFBSUI BOETUBSUGVMmMMJOHUIBUEFTUJOZFWFSZEBZPGZPVSMJGF ZPVXJMM
mOEBXIPMFOFXQBTTJPOGPSMJWJOH/PNPSFXBOEFSJOHBSPVOEBJNMFTTMZGSPNWPDBUJPOUPWPDBUJPOBOE
NJOJTUSZUPNJOJTUSZ USZJOHUPmOETPNFUIJOHUIBUZPVUSVMZFOKPZ-&"(JGUFEUP4VDDFFEXJMMHFUZPV
QPJOUFEJOUIFSJHIUEJSFDUJPOTPZPVDBOUBLFPĊSVOOJOHEPXOUIFQBUIUIBUUIF-PSEIBTPSEBJOFEGPSZPV 
BOEZPVBMPOF%POUMFUBOPUIFSEBZTMJQCZXJUIPVUSFBMJ[JOHZPVSEFTUJOZ

µµ

ɩFTFMBTUXFFLTIBWFCFFOMJLFMPPLJOHJOUPBNJSSPSBOETFFJOHUIJOHTJONFUIBU*IBWF
OFWFSTFFOCFGPSFɩFOUBLJOHUIPTFUIJOHT MFBSOJOHNPSFBCPVUUIFNBOEQSVOJOHUIFNUP
XPSLNPTUFĊFDUJWFMZGPSBOEJONZTFMG NZMJGFBOENZNJOJTUSZ
o4UVEFOUUBLJOH(JGUFEUP4VDDFFE

¶¶

(PEIBTPSEBJOFEQSPTQFSJUZGPS)JTDIJMESFO)FIBTQSPNJTFEUIBUZPVXJMMIBWFBCVOEBODFJOFWFSZBSFB
PGZPVSMJGF#64'VMmMM:PVS'JOBODJBM%FTUJOZXJMMUBLFZPVUISPVHIUIF4DSJQUVSFTBOETIPXZPVUIBU
(PEEFMJHIUTJOUIFQSPTQFSJUZPG)JTDIJMESFO 1T *UJT)JTEFTJSFUIBUXFMFOEBOEOPUCPSSPX8F
BSFUPCFUIFIFBEBOEOPUUIFUBJM BCPWFBOEOPUVOEFSOFBUI %FVU  (PE)JNTFMGUFBDIFTVT
UPQSPmU *T BOEIBTHJWFOVTUIFQPXFSUPNBLFXFBMUI %FVU :PVXJMMFYBNJOFIVOESFET
PGWFSTFTPOTJMWFSBOEHPME BOEDPNFUPSFBMJ[FUIFBNB[JOHUSVUIUIBUZPVIBWFCFFODBMMFEUPDSFBUFBOE
SFMFBTFXFBMUIJOUPUIFLJOHEPNPG(PE

µµ

ɩFDMBTTFTIBWFCFFOCFZPOEBOZUIJOH*IBEIPQFEGPSɩJTIBTCFFONPSFMJLFBO
BEWFOUVSFUIBOTDIPPM
o7BOFTTB5JOTMFZ4UPOF

4BWF

*OWFTUJOUIJTQBDLBHFUPEBZ
"WBJMBCMFBUUIFCPPLUBCMF
*GUIFCPPLUBCMFTFMMTPVU XFMM
TIJQJUUPZPVBUOPFYUSBDIBSHF
1MFBTFDPNQMFUFUIF/FX4UVEFOU&OSPMMNFOU
GPSNBUUIFFOEPGUIFTFNJOBSHVJEF

¶¶

'PVS$PVSTF#SFBLUISPVHI1BDLBHF
&OSPMMNFOU
3&/$PNNVOJPO8JUI(PEoDSFEJUT
$061SBZFSTɩBU)FBMUIF)FBSUoDSFEJUT
-&"(JGUFEUP4VDDFFEoDSFEJUT
#64'VMmMM:PVS'JOBODJBM%FTUJOZoDSFEJUT
3FHVMBS1SJDF








ɩJTQBDLBHFXJUIPVUDPMMFHFDSFEJU "VEJU1SJDF



1BDLBHF1SJDF 
5PQVSDIBTFUIJTQBDLBHFPOUIF(SBEVBUF-FWFMBEE
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4QFDJBM4FNJOBS%JTDPVOU
(PPE0OMZPOUIF%BZPGUIF4FNJOBS
0''UIF$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZ$PVSTF3&/$PNNVOJPO8JUI(PE
1MVTUIF/FX4UVEFOU"QQMJDBUJPOGFFXJMMCFXBJWFEo"TBWJOHTPG



ͳFQFSTPOBMWBMVFPGUBLJOHB$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZDPVSTF
8IFOZPVNFEJUBUFPOSFWFMBUJPOUSVUITJOUIFDPOUFYUPGB$-6DPVSTF ZPVBSFSFRVJSFEUPGVMMZJOUFHSBUF
UIFMJGFDIBOHJOHQSJODJQMFT/PUIJOHJTMFGUUPDIBODF:PVXJMMMFBSOXIBUZPVBSFTVQQPTFEUPMFBSOBOE
ZPVSMJGFXJMMCFUSBOTGPSNFECZUIFQPXFSPGUIF)PMZ4QJSJU
3&/ $PNNVOJPO 8JUI (PE o  DSFEJUT 3FH   o ͳJT JT B UIPSPVHIMZ QSBDUJDBM DPVSTF PO
EJTDFSOJOH (PET WPJDF #JCMJDBM UFDIOJRVFT PG WJTJPO BOE KPVSOBMJOH BSF DPNCJOFE UP IFMQ ZPV EJTDFSO
BOE DMBSJGZ UIF TQPOUBOFPVT UIPVHIUT UIBU DPNF GSPN (PE ,FZ WFSTFT )BCBLLVL   :PV XJMM
MFBSOUPDPNNVOF DPOWFSTF XJUI(PEUISPVHIUIFGFMMPXTIJQPGUIF)PMZ4QJSJUBOEEJTDPWFSUIBUUIJT
DPNNVOJPOnPXTCPUIXBZT BTZPVCFDPNFTUJMM mYZPVSFZFTPO+FTVT UVOFUPTQPOUBOFJUZBOEXSJUF 
DBQUVSJOH)JTWPJDFXJUIJOZPVSIFBSU

'PMMPXUIFTFTJNQMFTUFQTUPFOSPMMUPEBZ



1VSDIBTFZPVSDPVSTFNBUFSJBMTGSPNUIFCPPLUBCMFUPEBZ
1MFBTFJOEJDBUFUIBUZPVIBWFPCUBJOFEUIFGPMMPXJOHJUFNT*GBQSPEVDUJTTPMEPVUPSPUIFSXJTF
VOBWBJMBCMFBUUIFCPPLUBCMF QMFBTFJOEJDBUFUIBUZPVOFFEJUTIJQQFECZDIFDLJOHiOPwCFMPX*GZPVBSF
QBZJOHCZDSFEJUDBSE ZPVXJMMCFDIBSHFEUIFBQQSPQSJBUFBNPVOUBOEJUXJMMCFTIJQQFEXJUIUIFSFTUPG
UIFDPVSTF*GZPVBSFQBZJOHCZDIFDL QMFBTFBEEUIFBNPVOUPGFBDIJUFNZPVBSFOPUQVSDIBTJOH
UPEBZUPZPVSDIFDLUPUBM BOEUIFTFNBUFSJBMTXJMMCFTIJQQFEMBUFS
*IBWFQVSDIBTFEBNQVSDIBTJOHUPEBZ
:FT/P%JBMPHVF8JUI(PECZ.BSL7JSLMFS 
:FT/P)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDFCZ.BSL7JSLMFS 
:FT/P)PXUP)FBS(PET7PJDFBVEJP$%TPS%7%TCZ.BSL7JSLMFS PS
:FT/P(SBEVBUFTUVEFOUTPOMZ"N*#FJOH%FDFJWFE CZ.BSL7JSLMFS 
:FT/P(SBEVBUFTUVEFOUTPOMZ8BEJOH%FFQFS*OUPUIF3JWFSPG(PECZ.BSL7JSLMFS 



1BZUIFCBMBODFPGUIFDPVSTFQSJDFPGͳJTJTJOBEEJUJPOUPUIFDPTUPGUIFNBUFSJBMTBCPWF
(SBEVBUFTUVEFOUTNVTUQBZGPSPOFFYUSBDSFEJU NBLJOHUIFJSCBMBODF
"UUBDIFEJTNZDIFDLPSDBTIGPS PS QMVTUIFDPTUPGBOZJUFNT*DIFDLFEiOPwUPBCPWF
.BLFDIFDLQBZBCMFUP$-6BOEGPMEVQJOTJEFUIJTTIFFU
$IBSHFNZDSFEJUDBSE@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@&YQ@@@@@@@@@@@
"DDFTTOVNCFSPS1*/ PSFYUSBEJHJUTPOCBDLPGDBSE @@@@@@@@@/BNF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
$IBSHFUIFUPUBMBNPVOUPG PS OPX QMVTUIFDPTUPGBOZJUFNT*DIFDLFEiOPwUPBCPWF
$IBSHFOPX JOEBZT BOEJOEBZT DPTUPGJUFNTDIFDLFEiOPwBCPWFXJMMCFBEEFE 
(SBEVBUFTUVEFOUQBZNFOUQMBOOPX JOEBZT JOEBZT
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$PNQMFUFUIJTGPSNBOECPUITJEFTPGUIFBUUBDIFE/FX4UVEFOU&OSPMMNFOU'PSN BOEMFBWF
UIFTFGPSNTBOEZPVSQBZNFOUXJUIUIFQFPQMFTFSWJOHBUUIFCPPLUBCMFPSXJUI%S.BSL7JSLMFS
ͷJTPĉFSDBOOPUCFDPNCJOFEXJUIBOZPUIFSEJTDPVOU QSPNPUJPOPSmOBODJBMBJE

$-6/FX4UVEFOU&OSPMMNFOU'PSN
1ĕĢģğĞđĜ*ĞĖğĢĝđĤęğĞ
/BNF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@4PDJBM4FDVSJUZ@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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&NQMPZFST"EESFTT@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
"SFZPVB6OJUFE4UBUFTDJUJ[FO :FT/P"SFZPVBWFUFSBO :FT/P
8PVMEZPVMJLFUPSFDFJWFPVSGSFFNPOUIMZFNBJMOFXTMFUUFS (PEhT7PJDF8PSMEXJEF :FT/P

&ĔĥēđĤęğĞđĜ*ĞĖğĢĝđĤęğĞ
)JHI4DIPPM/BNF-PDBUJPO@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@:FBSPG(SBEVBUJPO@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
-JTUBMMPUIFSFEVDBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTBUUFOEFECFZPOEIJHITDIPPM JGBQQMJDBCMF FH DPMMFHF VOJWFSTJUZ OVSTJOHPSCVTJ
OFTTTDIPPM 
 %BUFT $SFEJUT %JQMPNBT :FBSPG
*OTUJUVUJPO/BNF-PDBUJPO "UUFOEFE .BKPSPS%FHSFFT&BSOFE  (SBEVBUJPO
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@  @@@@@@@@@@@@

&ĝĠĜğĩĝĕĞĤ)ęģĤğĢĩ
-JTUSFDFOUKPCUJUMFT EBUFTPGFNQMPZNFOU BOEFNQMPZFSOBNFT
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

"ēđĔĕĝęē1ĢğėĢđĝ0ĠĤęğĞģ
*NNFEJBUF%FHSFFHPBM
ͳJTNVTUCFUIFEFHSFFJNNFEJBUFMZTVCTFRVFOU
UPUIFIJHIFTUEFHSFFZPVIBWFBMSFBEZPCUBJOFE
-JGFMPOH-FBSOFS
"TTPDJBUFT%FHSFF
#BDIFMPST%FHSFF
.BTUFST%FHSFF
%PDUPSBM%FHSFF

.BKPSJO
#JCMJDBM4UVEJFT
$ISJTUJBO"SUT
$ISJTUJBO$PVOTFMJOH
$ISJTUJBO&OUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ
%JWJOF)FBMJOH

*OUFSDFTTJPO
.JOJTUSZ
.JTTJPOTBOE&WBOHFMJTN
1SPQIFUJD.JOJTUSZ
ͳFPMPHZ
8PSTIJQ.JOJTUSZ
:PVUI.JOJTUSZ

(ĕĞĕĢđĜ*ĞĖğĢĝđĤęğĞ
1MFBTFDPOUBDUUIFFEVDBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTZPVIBWFQSFWJPVTMZBUUFOEFEBOEIBWFUIFNTFOEUSBOTDSJQUTUPVTGPSBOZDSFEJUT
ZPVXJTIUPUSBOTGFSUP$-6
*DFSUJGZUIBUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOTVQQMJFEPOUIJTBQQMJDBUJPOJTDPNQMFUFBOEDPSSFDUUPUIFCFTUPGNZLOPXMFEHF

5)&456%&/5.":$"/$&-)*4$0/53"$58*5)*/'*7&%":4'03"'6--3&'6/%
4JHOBUVSF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@%BUF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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"DLOPXMFEHFNFOU
* @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ VOEFSTUBOEUIBUBEFHSFFGSPN$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZ
EPFTOPUHVBSBOUFFBKPCPSPSEJOBUJPOJOBOZTQFDJmDNBSLFUPSNJOJTUSZ"MUIPVHIUIF8PSMEXJEF"DDSFEJUBUJPO
$PNNJTTJPOPG$ISJTUJBO&EVDBUJPOBM*OTUJUVUJPOTBDDSFEJUTUIJTEFHSFF $-6JTOPUMJTUFEXJUIUIF64%FQBSUNFOU
PG&EVDBUJPO BOEB$-6EFHSFFJTTQFDJmDBMMZOPUTVJUFEGPSQFPQMFQVSTVJOHKPCTBTQVCMJDTDIPPMUFBDIFST TUBUF
VOJWFSTJUZQSPGFTTPST TUBUFMJDFOTFEQTZDIPMPHJTUT BNPOHTUPUIFSWPDBUJPOT
ͳFQSJNBSZQVSQPTFTPGUIJTEFHSFFBSFUPIFMQTUSFOHUIFONZXBMLXJUI(PE BOEUPIFMQJOFRVJQQJOHNFGPS
$ISJTUJBONJOJTUSZ TQFDJmDBMMZUPCFDPNFB4QJSJUBOPJOUFEMFBEFS
"MUIPVHI$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZNBZIFMQJOQPJOUJOHNFUPKPCMPDBUJPOTFSWJDFT *BNUIFPOFSFTQPO
TJCMFUPMPDBUFBOZKPCJONZGVUVSF*VOEFSTUBOEJUJTXJTFBOEQSVEFOUGPSNFUPDIFDLXJUIUIPTFXIPBSFXPSLJOH
JOUIFmFME T *EFTJSFUPXPSLJOXIFO*HSBEVBUFJOPSEFSUPFOTVSFUIBUUIFQBUI*BNPOXJMMCFBDDFQUBCMFGPSUIF
TQFDJmDLJOEPGKPCPSNJOJTUSZ*BNQVSTVJOH
*BNGVMMZBXBSFUIBUUIJTJTB$ISJTUJBOCBTFENJOJTUSZ XIJDICFMJFWFTUIF#JCMFJTUIF8PSEPG(PEBOEUIBUUIF
#JCMFJTUIFBVUIPSJUZVQPOXIJDINZTQJSJUVBMHSPXUIBOEUSBJOJOHXJMMCFCBTFE
*EFDMBSFUIBU*BNFOSPMMJOHJO$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZXJMMJOHMZBOEPGNZPXOGSFFXJMM
*VOEFSTUBOEUIBUEVSJOHUIFTFDPVSTFT*XJMMCFDPOGSPOUJOHNZJOOFSGFFMJOHTBOEFNPUJPOT XIJDIDPVMEDBVTF
FNPUJPOBMQBJOBT*QSFTTPOJOTQJSJUVBMHSPXUI

3FMFBTF
* @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ JODPOTJEFSBUJPOPGUIFUSBJOJOHUPCFQSPWJEFE BOECFJOHPGBHFPG
NBKPSJUZ EPIFSFCZSFMFBTF$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZ JUTJOTUSVDUPST QSPGFTTPST EJSFDUPST PĊDFST BOESFQ
SFTFOUBUJWFTGSPNBOZBOEBMMDMBJNT DBVTFTPGBDUJPOT TVJUTBOEBDUJPOTBSJTJOHPVUPGPSJOBOZXBZDPOOFDUFEXJUI
UIFUSBJOJOHQSPWJEFECZ$ISJTUJBO-FBEFSTIJQ6OJWFSTJUZ JUTJOTUSVDUPST QSPGFTTPST EJSFDUPST PĊDFST PSSFQSFTFO
UBUJWFTBOE*GVSUIFSBHSFFUPJOEFNOJGZUIFBGPSFNFOUJPOFEGSPNBOZBOEBMMDMBJNTJODMVEJOHDPTU BTBSFTVMUPGBOZ
QSPDFFEJOHJOJUJBUFEPSDPNNFODFEXIFSFCZBOZPGUIFBGPSFNFOUJPOFEQFSTPOTBSFOBNFEUPTVDIBOFYUFOUBTUIF
QSPDFFEJOHTSFMBUFUPUSBJOJOHQSPWJEFEUPNZTFMG
*IBWFSFBEUIF"DLOPXMFEHNFOU3FMFBTFDBSFGVMMZBOEIBWFIBEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPTFFLDPVOTFMJOBEWBODFPG
TJHOJOHUIJTGPSN
4JHOBUVSFPG"QQMJDBOU@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

:0634*(/"563&.645#&8*5/&44&% */$-6%*/(/".&"%%3&44
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Why Christian Leadership University
is the right choice for YOU
“The classes have been beyond anything I had hoped for.
This has been more like an adventure than school.”
— Vanessa Tinsley-Stone
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

You learn from home at 1/5 the cost of traditional college.
You learn to hear the voice of God through the course “Communion With God.”
You grow in revelation knowledge by hearing God’s voice in every course.
You are trained for anointed leadership in the area that God has chosen for you.
Curriculum is developed by proven leaders in each field.
“Delight-centered learning” lets you follow your heart in course selection.
“Lamad Education” provides real life, biblically-grounded, revelation-based learning.
“The Leader’s Paradigm” offers a broad-based system for discovering truth.
Associate’s, Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees available in fourteen areas.
Transcripts from other colleges and life experience credits are accepted.

Raising up Spirit-anointed leaders who disciple nations.
Where education is a delightful experience!

www.cluonline.com

Complete catalog and online enrollment
Christian Leadership University is accredited by Christian Accreditation International

Visit Communion With God Ministries on the web:

www.cwgministries.org

Join our social networking site,
the online home for Spirit-empowered Christians:

www.KoinoniaNetwork.org

3 Download free books and articles
3 Sign up for a free monthly newsletter
with examples of journaling and
Christian dream interpretation, as well
as exclusive discounts for subscribers

3 Shop our complete catalog of 60
books, cassettes and videos by Mark
and Patti Virkler

 Get your friends together and watch the DVDs on 4 Keys to Hearing God’s Voice
(formerly titled How to Hear God’s Voice). Each group participant should have an
accompanying seminar guide, and each family a copy of the book. Complete all
exercises and share together your victories and struggles as you discover how to
see vision and hear God’s voice. Celebrate life transformations as the Wonderful
Counselor brings you healing and comfort!
www.CWGMinistries.org/4keys

 Hire a Personal Spiritual Trainer: a Coach to support you as learn how to
hear God’s voice.
www.CWGMinistries.org/pst

 Take the “Communion With God” college-level course with an instructor
from Christian Leadership University.
www.CLUOnline.com/apply

 Find others with whom you can share your journaling at
www.KoinoniaNetwork.org

 To order: 1-800-466-6961 or www.CWGMinistries.org

Dr. Mark Virkler is the founder and president
of Christian Leadership University and
Communion With God Ministries.
He has been active in ministry since 1972.
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